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Summary
The high-resolution IKONOS satellite has provided the world with its first source of
commercially available satellite images, marking the begiming of a new era in earth
observation. Geographic imagery is now widely Used in Geographical Infbrmation
Systems (GIS) applications worldwide. Decisions made using these GIS systems by
national, regional and local governments, as well as commercial companies, affect
millions of people, so it is critical that the information in the GIS .is up to date. In
most instances, aerial or satellite imagery provides the most up to date source ofdata
available, helping to ensure accurate and reliable decisions. However, with
technological advancements come new opportunities and challenges. The challenge
now facing the geotechnology industry is twofbld - how best to fu11y exploit
high-resolution imagery and how to get access to it in a timely manner.
  The higher the resolution of the imagery, the more easily that man-made objects
can be identified. The human eye - the best image processor of all - can quickly
detect and identify these objects. Therefbre, if the application is one that simply
requires an operator to identify objects and manually add them into the GIS database,
then the imagery is already making a positive difference. It is adding a new data
II
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source for the GIS Manager to use.
  The high-resolution IKONOS satellite can provide accurate and up-to-date
information fbr the extraction and maintenance of road databases. Automated
extraction of road infbrmation provides the means fbr readily creating, maintaining,
and updating the transportation network databases used in traflic management and
automated vehicle navigation. These data are frequently used in making critical
decisions in areas such as emergency response, evacuation, or incident management.
Updating road map information is a time-consuming operation when perfbrmed
manually. Due to the need for efficient acquisition and update of data used in GIS,
the automatic extraction of road networks from high-resolutlon satellite images has
been a major topic of interest fbr over twenty years. Automatic extraction methods
hold potential fbr reducing database development time and cost. When factors such
as image resolution, degradation of image qualitM obstructions, and presence of
linear but non-road features are taken into consideration, the task of road
identification becomes an overwhelmingly complex task. The importance of the task
and expected advantages of its automation provide a strong motivation for research
in automatic interpretation of satellite and aerial images.
  Chapter 2 summarizes the experience of previous road extraction effbrts. The
resolution of the images has a strong influence on the representation of roads and
other features, which influences the methods of road recognition. Different
approaches used for road recognition in images of low- and high-resolution are
discussed. Another important factor for road extraction is the degree of interaction
between the extraction algorithms and human operators.
  Chapter 3 presents a semi-automated approach, based on a heuristic fuzzy logic
system, to extracting the main suburban roads in IKONOS images. It describes how
a system of different high-resolution satellite images, acquired under different
conditions, can be used to detect and recognize road segments using fuzzy reasoning
approaches. From the obtained extraction results, we find that the boundaries of
forests and large area fields are clearly distinguished from roads, and only the main
road candidate regions taken from the images were obtained. The results show that
III
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the approach is valid for roads extracted from high-resolution satellite images.
  In Chapter 4, another semi-automatic method fbr road network extraction from
high-resolution satellite images is also developed. In this approach, the first step is
detecting the seed points in candidate road regions using a Kohonen-type
selfiorganizing map (SOM). The second step is searching fbr connected points in the
direction and candidate domain of a road using a road tracking approach. With the
goal of evaluating the method's potential in extracting road networks, many
simulations were carried out using different types of images: small size (300×300
pixels) country road, overpass road images, middle size (500×500 pixels) country
road images and large size (1000×1000 pixels) country road images. At the same
time, for the purpose of choosing a learning rate factor a(t), many kinds of
different simulations were also carried out using different types of images: The
optimized initial learning rate factor a, is obtained, and good convergence onto the
road candidate domain is shown. The results of the road network extraction can be
used for Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) applications.
  Road network extraction has been one of the most challenging research topics in
GIS. In addition to the afore-mentioned problems, special attention must be devoted
to the flexibility of the heuristic system and road network extraction in urban areas.
For example, there are perturbations, such as the shadows of buildings. The
algorithrn outlined in this thesis is merely a first step in this direction. Many further
steps will have to be taken to develop the algorithm more fully. Therefore, future
work will focus on the automatic road network completion methodologies. In
addition, better road network descriptions can be achieved by performing more tests
using different types of imagery.
IV
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Chapter 1
   Preface
1.1Satelliteand Aerial Imagery
The recent generations of high-resolution satellite imaging systems, such as
IKONOS, QuickBird and SPOT5 open a new era of earth observation and digital
mapping. They provide not only for high-resolution and multi-spectral data, but also
the capability fbr stereo mapping. The related sensors are all using linear array
charge-coupled device (CCD) technology fbr image acquisition. The processing of
high-resolution satellite images also provides an opportunity for algorithm redesign,
thus opening the possibility of reconsidering and improving many photogrammetric
processing components, such as image enhancement, multi-channel color processing,
rectification, triangulation, orthophoto generation, Digital Terrain Model (DTM)
generation, and feature extraction.
  For example, since its launch in September 1999, Space Imaging's IKONOS
Satellite (showrt in Fig. 1.1) has provided a reliable stream of image data that has
1
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become the standard for commercial high-resolution satellite data products. IKONOS
produces 1-meter resolution black-and-white (panchromatic) and 4-meter resolution
multi-spectral (red, blue, green, near infrared) images that can be combined in a
variety of ways to accommodate a wide range of high-resolution imaging
applications. High- resolution imagery will add an entirely new level of geographic
knowledge and detail to the intelligent maps that we create from images.
Figure 1.1
           .k#,ge$
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Space imaging's IKONOS satellite
  How are satellite image data and aerial image data different? The pixel size of
IKONOS images corresponds to the information content of aerial images with a scale
of 1:80,OOO; QuickBird images even correspond to aerial images at a scale of
1 :50,OOO. Such images are used fbr topographic mapping up to a map scale 1 : 1O,000
and 1:60,OOO, respectively. Orthoimages should have 8 pixels lmm or more if the
pixel structure is not to be visible. Based on this rule, IKONOS images can be used
fbr generating Orthoimages with a scale of 1:8,OOO and QuickBird images fbr
orthoimages at a scale of 1:5,OOO. 'With this specification, there is a direct
competition between very high-resolution satellite images and aerial photographs. In
addition to the issue of information content, the geometric accuracy is important.
This is depending upon the exact identification of the objects in the images and the
image geometry itself together with an appropriate mathematical model.
  An increasingly common source of image data is existing aerial survey photograph.
2
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With the massive improvement in scaming technology and orthophoto production
software, these old photo archives can be readily made available to Geographical
Information Systems (GIS) users. Recently, the issue of digital versus analog is also
being addressed. Old aerial photographs need to be scanned to convert them to a
digita1 format. New digital ae'rial cameras get around this step, directly providing
high quality aerial imagery at any user defined resolution. Depending upon the
application arid the level of accuracy needed, cameras ranging in price from a few
hundreds to millions of dollars can be used. The drop in price and increased
availability of Global Positioning System (GPS) units is also aiding the growth in the
use of low cost digita1 cameras for GIS applications. Attached tg remotely controlled
aircraft or helicopters, they can provide very high-resolution, targeted aerial surveys
for specific applications. Obviously, digital aerial cameras have a number of
substantial advantages. At the same nominal image scale, the aerial images cover a
larger ground area and, together with their superior geometrical resolution, contain
                        Lmuch more infbrmation. Therefbre, while both systems might complement each
other in some applications, space images and images from digital aerial cameras are
competing with each other in a more direct fashion. i
  Geographic imagery is now widely tised in GIS applications worldwide. Decisions
made using these GIS systems by national, regional, and Iocal governments, as well
                                   'as commercial companies, afifl:ct millions of people, so it is critical that the
infbrmation in the GIS is up to date. in most instances, aerial or satellite imagery
provides the most up to date source ofdata available, helping to ensure accurate and
reliable decisions. However, with technological advancements come new
opportunities and challenges. The challenge now facing the geoteclmology industry
is twofold - how best to fu11y exploit high-resolution imagery and how to get access
to it in a timely manner.
  The higher the resolution of the imagery, the more easily that man made objects
can be identified. The human eye - the best image processor of all - can quickly
detect and identify these features. Therefbre, if the application is one that simply
requires an operator to identify objects and manually add them into the GIS database,
3
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then the imagery is making a positive difference. It is adding a new data source for
the GIS Manager to use.
  However, if the imagery requires infbrmation to be extracted from it in an
automated or semi-automated fashion (for example, land cover classification, road
network extraction), it is a difiierent matter. If the techniques that were developed for
earlier lower resolution satellite imaging are used on the high-resolution imagery,
(such as maximum likelihood classification), the results can actually have a negative
impact. wnilst lower resolution' imagery isn't affected greatly'by artifacts such as
shadows, high-resolution data can be. Lower resolution data."smoothes" out
variations across ranges of individual pixels, allowing statistical processing to create
effective land cover maps. Higher resolution data doesn't do this - individual pixels
can represent individual objects like manhole covers, puddles and bushes - and
contiguous pixels in an image can vary dramatically, creating very mixed or
"confused" classification results. There is also the issue of linear feature extraction.
Lines of communication on a lower resolution image (such as roads) can be
identified and extracted as a single line. However, on a high-resolution image, a road
comprises the road markings, the road itseE the kerb (and its shadow) and the
pavement (or sidewalk). A different method of feature extraction is therefore needed.
Figure 1.2 shows the range and variety of information contained in a high-resolution
image and the problems c.aused by shadows, overhanging trees and parked cars.
  In addition, it's not just the spatial resolution that can affect the usage of the
imagery. With 1 1 bit imaging becoming available, the ability ofthe GIS to work with
high spectral content imaging becomes key. 1 1 bit data means that up to 2048 levels
of gray can be stored and viewed. If the software being used to view the imagery
assumes it is 8 bit (256 levels), then it will either a) display only the information
below the 255 level (creating either a black or very poor image) or b) try to compress
the 2048 levels into 256, also reducing the quality of the displayed image
considerably. Having 2048 levels allows more infbrmation in shadowy areas to be
extracted as well as enabling more precise spectral signatures to be defined, thus
aiding in feature identification. However, without the correct software, this added
4
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"bonus" can easily turn into a problem.
Figure 1.2An example of the complex infbrmation contained in
                   lmagery
high-resolution
  Satellite or aerial imagery, by its very nature, is distorted in its raw form, either
because of the movement of the sensor, the movement of the lens system, or terrain
height variations of the area being imaged. Happily there are many software
packages available which can correct fbr these distortions and make the images GIS
ready. In some instances, where images are being used to look for relative changes or
to identify simple features, geometric transformations are used. The users can use
Image Analysis to simply warp the images to fit their vector database. The images
can then be used to update the attribute infbrmation in the vector database. In this
instance, it is the relative accuracy that is important.
5
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  For more precise mapping applications, corrections for the look angle and
variations in terrain･ height are critical; in these instances, rigorous photogrammetric
processes must be used. '
  Overall, the users, dependent upon their own application, must choose the correct
level of accuracy. In general, most data providers now offer highly accurate, ortho
rectified data as standard, with simple geometric rectification products becoming'less
common.
  Whilst orthophotos can be used to digitize 2D features relatively e.asily, the ability
to get accurate 3D data from imagery has been more diflicult. If a very high accuracy
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is already available, then 3D coordinates can be
applied to the 2D features captured from the orthophoto. It is rare, however, that such
a DEM exists.
1.2 IntelligentTransportSystems
As mentioned above, high-resolution imagery from both satellite and aerial sources
provides a challenge to the user community. While the human eye and brain can
easily identify features objects in an image, the computer has a difficult time. If we
cannot automate this process, then we will most certainly lose out on some of the
major economic benefits of the imagery.
  The brain cqn make a decision on an image very quickly by understand and using
context. lf we see grassland in the center of an urban development, we can easily
decide that it is a park, as opposed to agricultural land. To make this decision we are
using knowledge and experience as the basis ofour expertise. Computer based expert
systems are beginning to emerge that mimic this process. Actually, the computer can
work well if it uses rule or knowledge-based processing, just as the human brain
does.
  For many years, expert systems have been used successfully fbr medical diagnoses
6
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and various infbmiation technology (IT) applications but only recently they have
been applied successfu11Y to GIS applications.
  Statistical image processing routines, such as maximum likelihood and Iterative
SelfOrganizing Data (ISODATA) classifiers, work extremely well at perfbrming
pixel-by-pixel analyses of images to identify land-cover types by common spectral
signature. Expert-system technology takes the classification concept a giant step
further by analyzing and identifying features based on spatial relationships with other
features and their context within an image.
  Expert systems contain sets of decision rules that examine spatial relationships and
image context. These rules are structured like tree branches with questions,
conditions and hypotheses that must be answered or satisfied. Each answer directs
the analysis doWn a different branch to another set of questions.
  in terms of satellite images, the knowledge base identifies features by applying
questions and hypotheses that examine pixel values, relationships with other features
and spatial conditions, such as altitude, slope, aspect and shape. Most importantly,
the knowledge base can accept inputs of multiple data types, such as digha1 elevation
models, digital maps, GIS layers and other pre-processed thematic satellite images,
to make the necessary assessments.
  In intelligent Transport Systems (ITS), fbr example, an expert classification might
identify and create ideal traflic conditions. That is to say, ITS system will reduce
traflic accidents and congestion while saving energy and protecting the environment.
ITS requires not only the roads to be intelligent but also the various modes of
transportation, such as rail, aviation, and shipping, to cooperate with each other. ITS
is a national project that will even change the structure of society. It has great
potential to create new industries and markets. The objectives are to enhance traflic
safety, to smooth traffic flow, and to improve the environment (shown in Fig. 1.3).
7
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1. Enhanced Safety
> Reducingtraffic
   accidents
> Alleviatingaccident
   damages
> Preventingsecondary
   accidents
2. Smoother Traffic
> Improvingtransport
   efficiency
> Improvingfacility
   usage
> Managingtrathc
   demand
3. ImprovedEnvironment
> Reducingtrathc
   congestlon
> Reducingpollution
Figure 1 .3 The obj ectives of ITS
  ITS offers a fundamental solution to various issues concerning transportation,
including safety, congestion and the environment. ITS addresses these issues using
the most advanced communications and control technologies. ITS systems receive
and transmit information on humans, roads and automobiles.
  Road infbrmation is needed for a variety of applications such as the description of
the basic topographic infrastructure, needed in transportation planning, traffic and
fieet management and optimization, It also constitutes an important component of 3D
City Models. National Mapping Agencies (NMAs) and National Road
Administrations (NRAs) increasingly plan to update their GIS in shorter cycles.
Many NMAs plan to add 3D information, especially for roads and buildings.
Customers have increasing demands regarding the level of accuracy and modeling
completeness, and often request additional attributes, e.g., the number of Ianes.
8
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While road extraction has been sometimes performed by digitizing maps, road
update and refinement can mainly be perfbmied only from satellite and aerial
imagery, while some ground-based methods including mobile GPS are also
lmportant.
  Mapping using high-resolution satellite images will be a hot issue in the field of
computer vision, because most of the majQr interesting man-made objects can be
easily identifiable. One of the automatically identifiable features of importance may
be a road. However, with technological advances come new opportunities and
challenges. Developments in technology and science constantly increase the number
of solutions to problems. The interpretation of satellite images is a problem that now
has the potential of being solved automatically.
1.3Obj ectives
The high-resolution IKONOS satellite has provided the world with the first source of
commercially available satellite images, marking the beginning of a new era in earth
observation. It can provide accurate and up-to-date information fbr the extraction and
maintenance of road databases. Automated extraction of.road infbmiation provides
the means for readily creating, maintaining, and updating the transportation network
databases used in traffic management and automated vehicle navigation. These data
are frequently used in makihg critical decisions in areas such as emergency response,
evacuation, or incident management. Updating road map information is a
time-consuming operation when performed manually. Due to the need fbr efficient
acquisition and update of data used in Geographical Information Systems (GIS), the
automatic extraction of road networks from high-resolution satellite images has been
a major topic of interest fbr over twenty years. Automatic extraction methods hold
potential for reducing database development time and cost. When factors such as
image resolution, degradation of image quality, obstructions, and presence of linear
9
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but non-road features are taken into consideration, the task of road identification
becomes an overwhelmingly complex task. The importance o.f the task and the
expected advantages of its automation provide a strong motivation for research in
automatic interpretation of satellite and aerial images. ･
  Roads are important features of infirastructure. The characteristic properties of
roads, such as significant length, and network topology, can seldom be fbund fbr
other features in satellite and aerial images. Thus, based on these properties,
algorithms for road extraction can be constructed. At the same time the difference in
properties of roads and other features makes the strategies and techniques used for
their recognition different. This motivates the treatment of road extraction as a
separate problem. ln order to investigate the afore-mentioned problem, research on
road network extraction from high-resolution satellite images was carried out.
Initially, this work focuses on the extraction ofa candidate road domain using fuzzy
logic techniques. Subsequently, the work concentrates on road network extraction
using selforganizing map (SOM) neural network and road tracking.
1.4 ThesisOverview
In this thesis a study of Geographical Information Systems- (GIS) with
high-resolution satellite images is presented. This thesis is structured as described
below. First, an initial introduction to the subject and the objectives of the thesis are
presented. Thens the experience of previous road extraction work is discussed in
Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents a semi-automated approach, based on a fuzzy logic
system, to extracting the main suburban roads in IKONOS images, and shows how to
implement structure extraction algoritlms using fuzzy reasoning approaches. Later, a
semi-automatic method for road network extraction from high-resolution satellite
images is also developed in Chapter 4. The first step is detecting the seed points in
candidate road regions using a Kohonen-type selforganizing map (SOM). The
10
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second step is searching fbr connected points in the direction and candidate domain
ofa road using a road tracking approach. In Chapter 5, conclusions are presented and
give possible directions for continuation of the topic.
11
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Survey on Road Extraction
Updating road maps (or other types of maps) is a time-consuming operation when
performed manually. Unfbrtunately, no existing methods allow complete and reliable
automation of this process. Due to its importance, much effbrt is devoted to finding a
solution to this problem. During the last two decades many approaches fbr automatic
road extraction have appeared in the literature. Most of them are quite different due
to the differences in their goals, the available infbrmation, and their assumptions
about roads. To classify and analyze these approaches several criteria can be chosen.
However, two factors seem to have the greatest influence on the nature of the road
extraction: the spatial resolution of the images and the requirement of an operator to
guide the extraction process.
  The resolution of the images has a strong influence on the representation of both
roads and other objects. Digital images are suziective mappings of the infinite world
into a finite number of image pixels. This implies that many details recognizable on
the 'images of high resolution become unclear and finally disappear when the image
resolution gets lower. Thus, road edges, vehicles, and even road markings, which can
clearly be seen in images with ground resolution of O.2m per pixel disappear when
12
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the image resolution becomes lower than 2m per pixel. Whereas roads in
high-resolution images can have a great number of variations, the road represented in
low-resolution images of often appear as line structures which are often barely
distinguishable from other linear features in images, buildings. This influences the
methods needed for road recognition in each type of images. Some different
approaches used fbr road recognition in images of low- and high-resolution are
presented and discussed in Sections 2.2.
  Another important factor for road extraction is about interaction between the
extraction algorithns and human operators. Algorithms that require input from a
human operator are called semi-automatic. In contrast to the fu11y-automatic methods
they demand a number ofseed points which are usually chosen by the operator in an
interactive fashion. Given such seed points the semi-automatic algorithn connects
them by a path which is most likely a road. The given seed points strongly reduce the
problem-space of semi-automatic algorithns. Unlikely fully-automatic algorithms
they do not have to consider the problem of road finding and often are implemented
as so called road trackers. A comparison of semi- and fully-automatic methods is
given in Sections 2.2.
2.1 Road Characteristics
In order to correctly detect roads, we must understand how the physical
characteristics of a road influence its visual characteristics. These visual
characteristics are used to identify roads in an image.
  The physical characteristics are:
  (i) The suhace ofa road is firm and smooth. Roads are built using
        materials such as concrete or asphalt; consequently they have a
         spectral signature corresponding to these materials. Most of the time,
        there are road-signs and markings.
13
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(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
  We cand
propertles,
are topological properties and the fact that the tyPe of road
width and maximum curvature is a contextual property.
  Of these characteristics, many can be determined from satellite or aerial images. in
low-resolution images, roads appear as lines. in high-resolution images, roads appear
as elongated regions with parallel borders. Generally, the intensity within the road is
not constant because the presence of cars, shadowing by trees or building, and
marking lines can produce rapid changes in image intensity. Steepness is not easily
measurable unless we have access' to stereoscopic pairs or other 3D infbrmation.
Wiqth is easier to determine from high-resolution images. Curvature and topological
information are directly visible in low- and high- resolution images; however, this
information may be distorted by the image acquisition system.
The steepness of roads has an upper bound, which is why, in
mountainous regions, roads tend to be winding.
The width ofa road is almost constant and has an upper bound. This
upper bound is highly dependent in the importance of the road. For
instance, highways are much wider than rural or suburban road.
The local curvature of roads has an upper bound, which likewise
depends on the importance of the road. For instance, the maximal
curvature is lower for a highway than for a rural road. It should be
noted that roads are straight locally but not globally.
Roads are built to link certain places together and neighboring roads
are connected to fbrm networks. The density of roads and connections
depends on the surroundings context. It is higher in urban areas than
in rural areas.
ivide these properties into four types. Surface characteristics are spectral
while steepness, width and curvature are geometric. Links and networking
                                   influences the maximum
14
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2.2Road Extraction Methods
The classification of surveys and road extraction techniques is very diflicult, given
the variety of existing proposals in the literature. However, we can select the
principal factors in order to approach this task. These factors considered in this
classification are the fo11owing: the preset objective, the extraction technique applied,
and the type of sensor utilized. The classification of methods and works on road
extraction is described schematically as fo11ows.
  1.According to thepreset objeetive: .
   > Generalroadextractionmethods
   > Roadnetworkreconstructionmethods
   > Generalsegmentationmethods
   > Vectorizationmethods
   > Optimizationmethods
       " Neuralnetworks
       " Geneticalgorithms
     " Otheroptimizationmethods
 > Evaluationmethods
 > Otherobjectives
2. According to the extraetion technique upplied:
  1) Low and mid level methods
 > Roadtrackingmethods
 > Morphologyandfiltrate
 > Dynamicprogrammingandsnakes
 > Segmentationandclassification
 > Multi-scaleandmulti-resolution
 > Stereoscopicanalysis
 > Multi-temporalanalysis
 > Othertechniques
r
15
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  2) Mid and high level methods
 > Knowledgerepresentationandfuzzymodeling
     -<>･ Logicsystems
     " Rulesbasedsystems
     'Q' Blackboardsystems
     " Framesbasedsystems
     " Semanticnetworks
     " Fuzzylogicbasedsystems
 > Othermethodsofspatialreasoning
3. According to the mpe ofse'nsor utitized:
 > Monochromaticimagery
 > Infraredband
 > Colorimagery(RGB)
 > Multi-andhyper-spectralimagery(HYDICE)
 > Syntheticapertureradarimagery(SAR)
 > Laser imagery (LIDAR, .. .)
 > Other type of sensor
  Evidently, in using this structure, the possibility exists that the same work is
included in several categories of the classification. Next, classification according to
the preset objective and classification according to the extraction technique applied
are used. The classification according to the type of sensor is not explicitly used
since this is implicitly included in the two other classifications.
2.2.1Road Extraction in Low Resolution
In low-resolution images, as noted above, roads appear as linear structures and often
are indistinguishable from other linear features in images. Due to the suppression of
16
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small details, roads are represented as lines with more or less homogeneous surface.
  At first sight such simplification can be considered to be disadvantageous. In such
a representation, road can easily be confused with other linear structures in the
images [Fischler et al., 1981]. Furthermore, the automatic algorithns will have
difliculties in tracking roads through occluded and shadowed image parts since the
latter do not contain enough evidence for roads. Moreover, images oflow-resolution
images do not contain some usefu1 infbrmation about roads, such as' their width,
which is sometimes a partial goal of road extraction.
  Nevertheless road extraction at low-resolution has some advantages. As argued in
[Mayer et al., 1996] the suppression of small road details can be interpreted as a sort
of abstraction: abstraction occurs by means of the elimination of substructure
(annihilation) and the merging of different image parts. By this means, abstraction
helps road recognition since fewer special cases of roads have to be considered: the
low-resolution road extraction problem largely reduces to the general problem ofline
extraction [Fischler et al., 1981]. On the other hand, as noted in [McKeown et al.3
1988] although more infbrmation is available in higher resolution imagery, more
processing is required to take fu11 advantage of it. Thus road extraction from
high-resolution images will generally require more complex algoritlms and more
time.
  Approaches based on dynamic programming appeared in [Grun et al., 1995] and
[ Merlet et al., 1996]. They define a generic road model using contrast'to the adjacent
terrain, the homogeneity of the surface, corrnectivity, low curvature and constant
width. The model is embedded into a dynamic programming algoritlm and is
                                 'controlled by stating constraints, e.g. road curvature. A'diflierent approach to line and
road extraction is presented in [Steger, 1996]. It is argued that the methods described
above use purely local criteria, e.g., local grey value differences. This implies the
generation of a lot of false hypotheses for line points and computationally expensive
schemes that have to be used to select salient lines in the images. lnstead a
differential geometric approach that can detemiine the positions of lines to sub-pixel
accuracy is proposed.
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  As shown in [Grun et al., 1995] and [ Merlet et al., 1996], their algorithms
successfu11y follow the roads through fbrest and urbqn areas. However, this is
possible only due to the semi-automatic nature of these algoritlms. Given the
knowledge about the presence of roads in fbrm of seed points, the dynamic
programming algorithms are forced to track a road between the given points. If the
points do not belong to the roads or are located on different roads, the algorithns will
track a false road between them. Furthermore, the algoritlms do not give any
qualitative infbrmation that can be used to accept or discard the detected road
hypotheses. All they guarantee is a connecting path through the image which best fits
all the points to their model. Thus, dynamic programming algoritlms are potentially
semi-automatic and are not suitable, their original fbrm, for fu11y- automatic road
extractlon.
2.2.2 RoadExtractioninHigh-Resolution
Similar to the situation with low-resolution imagery, road extraction with
high-resolution images has both advantages and disadvantages, On the one hand, the
presence of many characteristic road details provides more evidence for the road.
Analyzing these details, one will, in general, find more reasons for accepting or
rejecting a given hypothesis. ･
  On the other hand, the details of the roads can greatly vary: roadsides can change
the contrast; cars of different sizes can be present; the road surface can change
material and width and so forth. Thus, the larger number of details will increase the
complexity of road extraction algorithns. In order to keep the algorithm complexity
low, the set ofconsidered road details has to be chosen carefu11y.
  Besides the choice of characteristic road details, there is a problem of weighting
their contributions.
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2.2.3 RoadExtractioninMulti-Resolution
None of the methods presented above offers a reliable and fu11y-automatic road
extraction algoritlm. Low-resolution methods are able to locate many roads using
simple road models but lack information and thus make mistakes. High-resolution
methods have access too much more information and can investigate roads in great
detail. However, since other features in the images are also represented with many
details, the task of road finding requires complicated methods for the abstraction of
these details.
  in [Baumgarter et al., 1997], the advantages of road extraction at both resolutions
are combined in a multi-resolution approach. Road extraction is divided into two
tasks: the detection of roads, and their verification and delineation. Road detection is
made by line extraction at low-resolution. At high-resolution, parallel edges are
extracted and grouped into rectangles whose surface is checked for homogeneity in
the direction of the edges. Finally, the sets of near and collinear rectangles are
connected into road segments. In order to verify these, the results of extraction of
both resolutions are fused.
2.3Outline of the Work
The difficulties of the previous work, discussed in mention above, clearly prove that
road extraction is a highly non-trivial problem. This work aims to improve road
extraction by solving some of its partial problem. A semi-automatically extracting
the main suburban roads and road network are carried out using high-resolution
satellite imagery. Initially, fuzzy logic is taken into consideration in extracting the
main suburban roads, because fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic offer us powerfu1
tools to represent and process human knowledge in the form of fuzzy ifthen rules. in
addition, many difliculties in image processing arise because the data contain$ errors
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and uncertainty. In these cases fuzzy logic can be applied. Subsequently,
SelfOrganizing Map (SOM) is taken into consideration in extracting road network,
because the SOM can be viewed as a model of unsupervised (machine) leaming, and
as an adaptive knowledge representation scheme. The traditional knowledge
representation formalisms - semantic networks, frame systems, predicate logic, to
provide some examples, are Static and the reference relations of the elements are
determined by a human. Related to knowledge representation and learning, the
cognitive and philosophical aspects are highly relevant. The detailed discussions are
given in the fo11owing Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
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Road Extraction
3.1Introduction
Research on the extraction of man-made objects from aerial and satellite images has
made significant progress in recent years. To perceive features in satellite images, it
appears that humans are applying heuristic algoritlms to understand such images.
Although these algorithms may be "implemented" in the wetware of our visual
systems, it is possible to characterize an equivalent process systematically. Fuzzy
logic is a suitable framework for expressing the heuristic processes applied to the
extraction ofroads from satellite images.
  Fuzzy logic is an alternative to the traditional notions of set membership and logic
that has its origins in ancient Greek philosophy. It has applications at the leading
edge of hrtificial Intelligence. Fuzzy logic is a superset of conventional logic that
has been extended to handle uncertainty in data. It was introduced by Dr. Lotfi A.
Zadeh in the 1960s as a means to tnodel the uncertainty of natural language [Zadeh,
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1965]. Yet, despite its long-standing origins, it is a relatively new field, and, as such,
leaves much room for development.
  Fuzzy logic is usefu1 in applications such as manufacturing, process control, and
image processing, because of its ability to handle situations that traditional binary
logic cannot adequately deal with. In many image processing applications, we have
to use expert knowledge to overcome these difliculties (e.g. object recognition, scene
analysis). Fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic offbr us powerfu1 tools to represent and
process human knowledge in the form of fuzzy ifthen rules. In addition, many
difficulties in image processing arise because the data contains errors and uncertainty
ln these cases fuzzy logic can be applied.
  The cognitive activity of the brain, unlike the computational fUnction of a binary
computer, is based upon the relative grades of infbrmation acquired by the natural
sensory system. Fortunately, since the methodology was first proposed by Zadeh
[Zadeh, 1965], fuzzy logic has been applied to numerous problems and applications,
and now incorporates the notion of inaccuracies and provides a framework through
which non-deterministic problems can be addressed. Recently, a perception-based
theory of probabilistic reasoning was presented by Zadeh [Zadeh, 2002]. Fuzzy logic
has been also successfu11y adopted fbr feature detection and matching. Agouris et al.
'demonstrate the use of a fuzzy supervisor for the extraction and tracking of objects
froni aerial images [Agouris et al., 1998]. Steger et al. present the use ofa fuzzy
approach to road network extraction by applying it to the segment-linking problem in
loyv-resolution aerial images [Baumgartner et al., 1999a], [Steger et al., 1997]. Road
extraction processes have many diliferent forms according to the images' spatial
resolution. in low-resolution imagery (i.e., ground resolution more than 2m per pixel),
roads correspond to lines whereas in a resolution of O.2m - O.5m they can be
described as elongated homogeneous areas. In low-resolution images, the global
network structure ofthe road can be seen clearly and small disturbances like shadows
and cars can be easily avoided. The operator makes use of line detection algoritlms
because roads are "line-Iike" structures [Fischler et al., 1981]. The work in [Agouris
et al., 2001a] focuses on road extraction from small scale aerial images using
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defbrmable contour models (snakes). A modification of the classic concept of snakes
to perform automated road extraction is presented in [Agouris et al.; 2001b]. Iri
high--resolution images, the accuracy of geometrical properties like width and
curvature is much better. A multi-resolution approach for the automatic extraction of
roads from digital aerial images is presented in [Baumgartner et al., 1997a], [Laptev
et al., 2000]. They claim that if relations between roads and other objects (cars,
buildings or trees) are neglected, reliable extraction is often difficult. So they use
either GIS infbmiation or texture analysis to partition images into regions (e.g. urban,
fbrest, rural). This approach to road detection is based on the extraction of edges in a
high-resolution image and the extraction oflines in an image at reduced resolution.
Besides the classification of road extraction schemes into low- and high-resolution
image extraction, the strategies used in addressing this problem can also be classified
into two broad categories: semi- and fu11y-automatic. Semi-automatic approaches
require an operator to interactively provide some information to control the
extraction. According to Park and Kim, the road segments are extracted using
template matching based on an adaptive least square matching algorithn [Park &
Kim, 2001]. A semi-automated approach using elongated region analysis for 2D road
extraction from high-resolution imagery is presented in [Doucette et al., 2001]. ln
fully automatic schemes, knowledge sources such as GIS or geographical databases
[Gibson, 2003], [Zhang & Baltsavias, 2002], heuristics [Hinz et al., 2001], [Laptev et
al., 2000], [Steger et al., 1997] and stochastic methods [Barzohar & Cooper, 1996]
are used to initialize the road tracking. Also, in [Hu & Tao, 2003] a particular
perceptual grouping strategy - hierarchical grouping- is proposed to automatically
extract main-road centerlines frQm high-resolution satellite imagery.
  Traditionally, the algorithms dealing with this topic are mostly semi-automatic,
which means they need human operators to provide the starting points of the roads.
In [Ago.uris et al., 1998], the limitation was that it required the initial seed points and
road width estimates for road extraction to be successfu1. 0ur work in this chapter
fbcuses on semi-automatically extracting the main suburban roads in IKONOS
images using a fuzzy logic system. This chapter proposes an algorithm which
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analyzes high-resolution satellite images and extracts the main roads after first using
some pre-processing operations. 'IIhis algoritlm is implemented in three-stages. First,
the color profiles taken from the satellite image are analyzed to search for grayscale
values similar to those resulting from the radiometric properties ofthe road. Next, the
algoritlm recognizes the potential geometric shapes of the road using a straight-line
Hough transfbrm. The road segments are determined extracted by means- of fuzzy
logic rules. Finally, successive image processing and analysis is able to exploit the
fuzzy reasoning and to identify false positives.
3.2Outline ofAlgorithm
3.2.1Fuzzy Logic Algorithm
The fbllowing sets oflinguistic values are considered in our application:
       Quality A= {small, large}, ,
       Quality B - {low, high}, and
        Result C = {fast, slow}.
  The fuzzy membership values, u, , for Quality A and Quality B are determined as
shown graphically in Fig. 1.
  Each membership function is determined from the statistical properties of the
corresponding input variable. The fuzzy rules that will produce the uncertainty
values have the following fbrm:
IF (Quality A is small) AND (Quality B is low), THEN Result C isfost.
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and are displayed in Table 3.1. Let us consider an example:
  The rule states that Small Quality A and low Quality B in the solution impliesfost
Result C.
  For a given value ofA,denoted A ', there is both a small component a2 and a
large component ai , which correspond to fuzzy memberships pt., and pt., for
each ofthe small and large fuzzy sets respectively. Likewise fbr a given value ofB ,
we obtain fuzzy memberships ptb, and vb, fbr each ofthe low and high fuzzy sets
respectively, in the case ofB1
Table 3.1 Fuzzy rules fbr quality evaluation
QualityAQualityBResultC
Small
Small
Large
Large
Low
High
Low
High
Fast
Fast
Slow
Slow
  pt
     Sndl1.0
i"al
1"a2
 QO
  Large
l al
i a2
      A'
(a) Quality A
  Figure 3.1
A
 1.0
i" bi
JU b2
 QO
pt low
        b,
 """..""".."- I, b,
High
                       Br
                    (b) Quality B
Determining fuzzy membership values
B
The Result C is determined by Eq. (3.1),
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zo=
2z}- ･ th (z,)
2s{,･ (4-) (3,1)
  Where ptc･ are the mmima ofthe fuzzy subsets ofzi , the fuzzy member values
for each of the two categories of Quality A and Quality B, and zo is the resulting a.
Equation (3.1) is a simplified version of the min-max centroid method of simplified
fuzzy reasoning. Applying Eq. (3.1) to this example gives
   min(K,,/% )'
o=
F + Min(,Lla, ,uz, ) ･ F + Min(K,)JL<sE )'s + min(,Lc,,･k, )･S
tm(vLL,,, , iL<e, ) + min(,LC, , JL{e, ) + rriiri(iLL,, , JL<t, ) + min(iUL,, , iL<e{, )
(3.2)
which is a simultaneous version of the four rules in Table 1, producing a final value
fbr Result C, where S and F are constants (determined empirically) fbr Slow C and
fust C respectively, and each term in the nunierator corresponds to a rule in Table
3.1.
3.2.2 Algorithmof Road Extraction Using Fuzzy Logic
              '
Effective road extraction methods must not only use radiometric and geometric
properties, but must refiect structural constraints. Detected road segments appear not
only as a local area, but also as part of larger structures that can also be characterized
heuristically. So it is possible to express structural constraints heuristically in a
systematic way. In order to extract features from satellite imagery, a feature extractor
using fuzzy logic is shown in Eq. (3.3). Different feature categories correspond to
different properties. These can be divided into geometric and radiometric properties
and used together as fo11ows:
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    IF (Radiometry) AND (Geometry) THEN Feature (3.3)
  Radiometric properties include rules on absolute gray values, hue values,
saturation values, and contrast infbrmation. At the same time geometric properties
may include linearity, parallelism, and width infbrmation, among other attributes.
The fuzzy rules are applied to analyze these properties fbr specific objects such as,
for example, a road. The implementation of the rule can be described as shown in Eq.
(3.4):
    IF (Road radiometric properties) AND (Road geometric properties)
      THEN Road ' ' (3.4)
3.3 RoadExtractionApproach
This chapter describes a system for detection and recognition of road segments from
different high-resolution satellite images taken under different conditions. A fuzzy
filtering of each input RGB image is carried out. Subsequent processing then
considers the radiometric properties using fuzzy lo'gic; aft r th s, the geometric
features are detected by applying a Hough transform. Finally, integration of the
radiometric and geometric properties is implemented, using fuzzy logic for the
elimination of false positives. This results in the extraction of only the main suburban
road segments.
  In order to extract roads from a satellite image, it is necessary to have an explicit
idea about the concept "road". For the proposed approach, the model comprises
explicit knowledge about radiometry (refiectance properties) and geometry (road
width, parallelism of road both sides). The models are described below the content.
The road extraction approach diagram is shown in Fig.3.2.
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Read Input Imagery
Analyze Pixel Distribution of Road
          Segments
BuildingaFuzzyFilteringofEachR,G,
BColor-spaceImage
ProcessingIntegrationoftheRoad
Radiometry
ShapeDetectionofRoadSegmentsby
HoughTransform
-
ProcessinglntegrationFromtheRoad
RadiometryandGeometry
ImagePost-processing
Figure 3.2The road extraction approach diagram
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3.3.1 RoadModel
In order to propose the technique of extracting the road by fuzzy reasoning, the
refiective color (Gray level) of the road, the width of the road, and parallel lines of
road both sides can be considered the membership function. There{bre, we build the
geometric-stochastic road model based on the fo11owing assumptions:
   (i) The gray level ofthe road Iocal average only changes slowly.
   (ii) The road width change is small. The road both-sides borderline
         becomes parallel lines.
   (iii) The road direction changes are likely to be slow.･The road
         neighborhood becomes a straight line approximately.
   (iv) Roads are unlikely to be short.
3.3.2 ImagePre-Processing
The road detection problem requires an adequate characterization of a road.
Specifically, a road intuitively corresponds to suitable refiectance properties in
satellite imagery, leading to attempts to detect roads by locating appropriate local
gray levels. ln this chapter different high-resolution IKONOS satellite images (300 ×
300 pixels, 500 × 500 pixels, 1000 × 1OOO pixels, lmlpixel) acquired under diiifer'ent
conditions were processed using fuzzy reasoning to identify road candidates.
  The pixels of a color image using the RGB model have three components: Red,
Green, and Blue, so that an original satellite image (shown in Figs. 3.3 (a), 3.4 (a))
can be divided into the red, green and blue color-components. In fact they are shown
as "gray-level" color images, as they are composed of a single element (shown in
Figs. 3.5, 3.6).
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  In an image processing context, the histogram of an image normally refers to a
histogram of the pixel intensity values. This histogram is a graph showing the
number of pixels in an image at each difl]erent intensity value found in that image.
For an 8-bit grayscale image there are 256 different possible intensities, and so the
histogram will graphically display 256 numbers showing the distribution of pixels
amongst those grayscale values. Histograms can be also taken ofcolor images, which
either individual histogram ofred, green and blue channels can be produced, with the
horizontal axes representing the red, blue and green channels, and brightness at each
point representing the pixel count (shown in Fig. 3.7). Analysis of the histogram
gives usefu1 infbrmation about image contrast in image processing. The pixel values
of an image are manipulated in such a way as to distribute the pixel values in an
approximately even distribution over the color range of the image. An important
class of point operations is based upon the manipulation of an image histogram or a
region histogram. The pixel distribution of road segment has been seen in the middle
gray level approximately.
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  A pixel intensity profile of a road segment shows that the road pixels are in the
mid-gray level range approximately, allowing it to be neatly segmented from its
background (Figs. 3.3 (b), 3.4 (b)). ,
  Using the grayscale values obtained from the profiles, a probability histogram was
constructed to assign probabilities fbr a given pixel belonging to a road. A triangular
probability histogram, as shown in Fig. 3.8, was constructed.
,UR(,Ufi,,UB)
 1 Low?VtfediumHigh
GL           O 255
Figure 3.8 Input membership function fbr each gray lgvel
Table 3.2 Fuzzy rules fbr the road possibility ofR (or G, B) image
Iriput Gray Level ofR (or G, B) Image
       IL R (Or )[L G, )tL B)
 Low
Medium
 High
Road Possibility fbr R (or G, B) Gray Levels
      IL RG (Or ILL GG,ILL BG)
Low
High
Low
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3.3.3 Image Processing of Radiometric Data Using Fuzzy
Logic
Generation ofjuzzy rules,from R, G, andB images
In this stage, the fuzzy rules used for the extracting of features, based on the color
reflectance ofthe road surface are generated as described below.
  From the satellite images shown in Figs. 3.3 (a), 3.4 (a), a fuzzy filtering ofeach R,
G, B image is carried out. The input membership functions for each color-band are
shown in Fig. 3.8. Three classes have been chosen, according to the grayscale values
of the pixels: low, medium and high. All the membership functions are considered
triangular functions. From the previous color profile analysis (shown in Figs. 3.3 (b),
3.4 (b)), it can be seen that the pixels for the road segments generally exist in the
central region of the color profile. In the fuzzy rules of Table 3.2, it is assumed that
                                                            'the road spectral reflectance is high in comparison with the medium grayscale values
ofthe each image. Table 3.2 shows the fuzzy rules ofeach input R, G and B image.
  This fuzzy reasoning logic was then implemented in a program.
  In this program, the processed image was searched to identify pixels that match
road extraction rules for each R, G and B image. The candidate pixels are considered
as inputs to a filter function. If the output of the filter is between the specified limits,
then the pixel value remains O (black), otherwise it becomes 255 (white). The
application of the fuzzy reasoning to the original images of Figs. 3.3 (a), and 3.4 (a)
yields the refiectance values of the R, G and B components respectively. The
processing results of Figs. 3.5 (a)-(c), and 3.6 (a)-(c) by the fuzzy reasoning to the
road surface refiective colors each R, G and B value are shown in Figs. 3.9 (a) - (c),
and Figs. 3.10 (a) - (c) respectively. Although this method does find the valid road
segments, it al'so is subject to false positives. To eliminate the incorrectly found road
segments, it was necessary to introduce a second step.
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Rrocessing using road rattiometi)7
In this stage, fuzzy reasoning was used to extract features from the previous
processing results having similar color characteristics to a theoretical road surface.
   Table 3.3 Fuzzy rules fbr the discrimination ofroad surface reflective colors
ReadPossibilityforRoadPossibilityforRoadPossibilityforRoadP ssibilityfor
1RGrayLevelsptRGGGrayLevelspGGBGrayLevelspBGradiometryuradio'
Low Low Low Low
Low Low High Low
Low High Low Low
Low High High Low
High Low Low Low
High Low High Low
High High Low Low
High High High High
  The fuzzy membership function was developed by specifying that
   (i) When the grayscale values of all three components, (R Gray Levels
          pt RG, G Gray Levels pt GG, and B Gray Levels pt BG), are high at the
         same time, the road spectral reflectance was considered high.
   (ii) Conversely, when the grayscale values of one or more of the
         components are low, the total spectral reflectance was considered
         low.
Using these rules, the fuzzy rules shown in Table 3.3 were obtained. The rgsult of the
fuzzy reasoning of the road surface color reflectance is shown in Figs. 3.9 (d), 3.10
(d).
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3.3.4 ImageProcessingUsingFuzzyLogicfi'omGeometry
S7laupe detection ofroad segments tp7 Hough 77ansform
From the previous results, the potential geometric shapes of the road are detected
with a Hough transform. The main advantage of the Hough transfbrm technique is
that it is tolerant of gaps in linear features and is relatively unaffected by image noise,
It is a method widely used fbr the detection of lines. The transfbrmation is based on
the collectiOn of evidence regarding the existence of lines in image space using a line
parameter space. By considering road pixels as evidence, each given pixel (xo, yo) is
considered as belonging to a set of lines that may pass through it, hence each pixel
provides evidence to the existence ofa set oflines. These set oflines are presented in
a parameter space (p, e) ("Hough space" shown in Figs. 3.11 (a), (b)) by a
sinusoid-like curve of the fbrm:
p= xo cose+ yo sine (3.5)
where p is the perpendicular distance of the line from the origin and e is the
angle of the line normal. A set of collinear pixels will generate several corresponding
curves of Eq. (3.5). Local maxima of the pixel intensity identify straight-line
segments in the image space (shown in Figs'. 3.9 (d), 3.10 (d)). Ideally, the Hough
domain has to be searched for a maximum only once. In situations where a picture
contains many patterns of different size, it may, however, be necessary to first take
out those patterns that correspond to clearly identifiable peaks in the Hough domain
and to repeat the process. As a result, we know the roads are existed in the
somewhere ofthe images (shown in Figs. 3.12 (a), (b)). The place where there are a
number of collinear bundles imply that the roads are wide, while the place where
there are a few collinear bundles imply that the roads are narrow.
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(a) Result of example 1
  Figure 3.1 1 The middle results of
 (b) Result of example 2
p-e Hough ransfbrm
.i
's.
'v
(a) Result ofexample 1
       Figure 3.12
               (b) Result of example 2
Results based on Hough transfom)
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integration qfroad rattiometr:y and geometiy
As mentioned above, it was explained that the road segments are described by their
radiometric and geometric properties. The ideal road candidate regions will have
both good radiometric and geometric properties in a local neighborhood. According
to the previous satellite image processing and analysis, it is assumed that possibility
of a real road can be evaluated using the fuzzy rules (shown in Table 3.4) that
integrate the radiometric and geometric properties. Consequently, the steps below
will fbcus on integrating the results of Figs. 3.9 (d) and 3.10 (d) (radiometric
properties) and results of Fig. 3.12 (geometric properties) more tightly. The final
results ofroad extraction are shown in the Fig. 3.13.
                Table 3.4 Fuzzy rules for the road extraction
RoadPossibilityforRoadPossibilityforRoadCandidateRegions
radiometryptradiogeometrYptgeoUroad
Low Low Low
Low High Low
High Low Low
High High High
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Figure 3.13 Results ofroad extraction from radiometry and geometry
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3.3.5 ImagePost-Processing
To modify the shape of road segments, morphological operations such as thinning,
thickening, erosion, dilation, opening and closing are very effective. Erosion and
dilation are neighborhood operations that determine each pixel's value according to
its geometric relationship with neighboring pixels. Erosion peels layers from objects
or particles, removing extraneous pixels and small particles from the image. Dilation
adds layers to objects or particles. Then the final results of the extracted main road
segments are clearly shown in Fig. 3.14.
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(a) Result of example 1 (b) Result ofexample2
    Figure 3.14 Final results ofroad segrnents extraction
3.4Experiment withLargeImages
We provide some additional examples for the proposed fuzzy logic based road
extraction algoritlms for large satellite images. Figure 3.15 is a 1.0 meter
high-resolution IKONOS image (1000× 1000 pixels, lmlpixel). It is clear that the
main suburban road segments are accurately extracted from high-resolution satellite
imagery as shown in Fig. 3.16. Initial seed points, used by Agouris et al. [Agouris et
al., 1998], need not be selected and there is no need fbr a road width estimate in the
road extraction process.
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Figure 3.16Extracted result of the main road segments
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3.5Discussion and Conclusions
The contribution of this chapter is that it proposes an effective method fbr road
extraction from satellite images based on a heuristic fuzzy logic approach. We have
                                                              'de.scribed how a system of different high-resolution satellite images, acquired under
different conditions, can be used to detect and recognize road segments.
Compared with [Agouris et al., 1998], initial seed points need not be selected and
there is no need fbr a road width estimate in the road extraction process. The
algoritlms have been successfu11y implemented and tested on different
high-resolution IKONOS satellite images, and the major suburban roads were
extracted (shown in Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.16). From the extraction results obtained
using fuzzy logic, we find that forests and large area fields are clearly distinguished
from roads, and only the main road candidate regions taken from the images were
obtained. The results show that the approach is valid fbr roads extracted from
high-resolution satellite images. We have also shown how to implement structure
extraction algoritlms using fuzzy logic approaches.
  In addition, because imaging conditions can vary considerably, special attention
must be devoted to the fiexibility of the heuristic system. For example, there are
perturbations, such as the shadows of buildings, in satellite images. The algoritlm
outlined in this chapter is merely a first step in this direction. Many further steps will
have to be taken to develop the algorithm more fu11y. The same approach will be
used in the future fbr the construction of a heuristic system, which is able to extract
road segments from satellite images of urban roads. This work is intended to be part
of such a system.
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Road Network Extraction
4.1Introduction
Neural network is one of the important components in Artificial Intelligence (AI). It
has been studied for many years in the hope of achieving human-like performance in
many fields, such as speech and image recognition as well as information retrieval.
Kohonen's SelfOrganizing Map (SOM) is one of the most popular artificial neural
networks [Kohonen, 2001]. The SOM is a two-layer network with an input layer and
a Kohonen layer (shown in Fig. 4.1). The input layer acts as a "fan-out" or
distribution Iayer, sending the complete input pattern to each neuron in the Kohonen
layer across a set of adaptive weighted connections. The Kohonen layer neurons
make up a competitive assembly. That is, the neurons within the layer compete fbr
the privilege of producing the layer's single output, a +1 signal from the most
competitive neuron within the layer. The competition is mediated by the interneuron
connections among the neurons in the layer. Typically, each neuroid has strong
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positively weighted connections to its immediate physical neighbors in the Iayer, and
somewhat negatively weighted connections to neurons farther away.
Winning Neuron Output +1
Kohonen Layer
Input Layer
,1
- iE' ･"-
            Input Pattern
Figure4.1 Kohonenlayer
  The selforganizing map (SOM) [Kohonen, 2001] is a neural network algorithn
that has been used for a wide variety of applications, mostly for engineering
problems but also for data analysis. There are four particular views of the SOM that
are selected to serve as a basis fbr further inspection.
  (1) The SOM is a model of specific aspects ofbiological neural nets.
  The most typical notion of the SOM is to consider it as an artificial neural network
model of the brain, especially of the experimentally fbund ordered "maps" in the
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cortex. There exists a lot of neuron physiological evidence to support the idea that
the SOM captures some of the fundamental processing principles of the brain.
  (2) The SOM constitutes a representative of a new paradigm in artificial
       intelligence and cognitive modeling.
  The SOM can be viewed as a model ofunsupervised (machine) leaming, and as an
adaptive knowledge representation scheme. The traditional knowledge representation
fbrmalisms - semantic networks, frame systems, predicate logic, to provide some
examples, are static and the reference relations of the elements are determined by a
human. Related to knowledge representation and learning, the cognitive and
philosophical aspects are highly relevant.
  (3) The SOM is a tool for statistical analysis and visualization.
  The SOM is nowadays often used as a statistical tool fbr multivariate analysis. The
SOM is both a projection method which maps high-dimensional data space into
low-dimensional space, and a clustering method so that similar data samples tend to
be mapped to nearby neurons. From the methodological and computational point of
view the mathematical and statistical properties of the algoritlm can be considered
(for instance, the time and space complexity, the convergence properties), as well as
the nature of the input data (signals, continuous statistical indicators, symbol strings)
and their preprocessing. There exist a number of variants of the SOM in which, e.g.,
the adaptation rules are different, various distance measures can be used, and the
structure of the map interconnections is variable.
  (4) The SOM is a tool for the development of complex,applications
  The SOM is widely used as a data mining and visualization method fbr complex
data sets. Application areas include, for instance, image processing and speech
recognition, process control, economical analysis, and diagnostics in industry and in
medicine.
  Road category maps are SOM that have been organized according to road
similarities, measured by the similarity of the short contexts of the road segments.
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Conceptually interrelated road segments tend to fa11 into the same or neighboring
map nodes. Nodes may thus be viewed as road categories. Although no a priori
infbrmation about classes is given, during the selforganizing process a model of the
road classes emerges.
  The extraction ofroad networks from aerial and satellite imagery is a fundamental
image analysis operation. The automatic completion of road networks based on the
generation and verification of link hypotheses from incompletely extracted road
networks is described in [Wiedemann et al., 2000]. The proposed link hypotheses are
verified using actual image data. In [Zhang et al., 2002], a concept for road network
reconstruction from aerial images using knowledge based image analysis is
developed. The proposed approach uses'multiplp cues about the object existence,
employing existing knowledge, rules and models, and treats each road subclass
differently to increase success rate and reliability of the results. In [Doucette et al.,
2001], Doucette et al. present an approach to road extraction in classified imagery
using selforganized clustering, combining a straight K-medians spatial clustering
approach with a post-convergence node linking minimum spanning tree (MST)
algorithn. Most of the existing road extraction methods for multi-spectral imagery
rely heavily on automatic and reliable classification of road sudeces. The limitation
of node linking was found in the opened loop candidate domain. ln contrast to other
approaches, our work fbcuses on road network extraction from grayscale images,
first preprocessed with fuzzy logic techniques [Yun et al., 2006], and then using
neural networks for seed points extraction, fbllowed by linking the seed points by
tracking. With the goal of evaluating the method's potential in extracting the road
network, many simulations have been carried out using different types of images.
First, in this chapter we propose to use a selforganizing map, inspired from a
specialized variation of Kohonen's selforganizing map (SOM) neural network, in
order to find the seeds of the road network. The seed points converge onto the road
candidate domain by a learning process using grayscale images. During the learning
process, the learning rate factor a(t) that is impprtant parameter in the convergence
is discussed in detail. Next, our approach to road tracking is presented. This
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algorithn searches for connected points in the direction and the candidate domain of
a road. The definition of the connection rules is described between the nodes. Finally,
results of simulations are shown fbr a road network extracted using this method. T,he
central topic of the research is the use of the SOM in natural road network processing.
Tests with high-resolution satellite images are presented in this Chapter.
4.2Methodology for Road Network Extraction
4.2.1 InterpretationofSelrOrganizingMaps
The selforganizing map is a competitive network with the ability to fbrm topology
preserving mappings between its input and output spaces. In this program the
network learns to balance a pole by applying fbrces at the base of the pole. The
behavior of the pole is simulated by humerically integrating the differential equations
fbr its law of motion using Euler's method. The task of the network is to establish a
mapping between the state variables of the pole and the optimal force to keep it
balanced. This is done using a reinforcement learning approach: fbr any given state
of the pole the network tries a slight variation of the mapped force. If the new fbrce
results in better control, the map is modified, using the pole's current state variables
and the new force as a training vector.
  Basically, the proposed neural network consists of two layers (shown in Fig. 4.2).
The basic SOM can be visualized as a sheet-like neural-network array, the cells (or
nodes) of which become specifically tuned to various input signal patterns or classes
of patterns in an orderly fashion. The learning process is competitive and
unsupervised, meaning that no teacher is needed to define the correct output for a
given input. In' the basic version, only one output node (winner) is activated for each
input. The locations ofthe responses in the array reflect the statistical distribution of
the input features.
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' Figure 4.2 The structure of the proposed neural network
  Here, we proceed with a brief description of its behavior. Assume that some
sample data sets'are mapped onto the array depicted. The set of input samples is
described by a real vector x(t)ER" where.tis the index of the sample, i.e., the
discrete-time coordinate. Each node i in the map contains a model vector m,(t) E R" ,
which has the same number ofelements qs the input vector x(t) .
  The stochastic SOM algorithn essentially performs a regression analysis. The
initial values of the components of the model vector, m,(t), can be selected at
random. In practical applications, however, the model vectors are more profitably
initialized in some orderly fashion, e.g., along a two-dimensional subspace spanned
by the two principal eigenvectors of the input data vectors.
  Any input is mapped into the location for which m,(t) of which most closely
matches x(t), according to some predefined metric. The selforganizing network
creates the mapping of the inputs by using the fo11owing of steps:
   (i) An input vector x(t) is compared with all the model vectors m,(t).
         The best-matching unit (node) on the map, i.e., the node where the
         model vector is most similar to the input vector in some metric (e.g.
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         Euclidean distance) is identified. This best matching unit is often
         called the winner.
   (ii) The model vectors of the winner and a number of its neighboring
         nodes are moved toward the input vector according to the learning
         principle described below.
  The basic idea in the SOM learning process is that, for each sample input vector
x(t), the winner and the nodes in its neighborhood are moved closer to x(t) in the
input data space. During the learning process, individual changes may be
contradictory, but the net outcome in the process is that ordered values for the m,(t)
emerge over the array. If the number of available input samples is restricted, the
samples must be presented reiteratively to the SOM process.
  Fitting of the model vectors m,(t) is usually carried out by a sequential
regression process, where t is the step index. Each input vector x(t) may be
compared with all the in,(t)in any metric; in many practical applications, the
smallest of the Euclidean distances IIx-m,II can be made to define the
best-matching node, and the presented input vector is selected as the winner.
Assuming a total of K neurons, the node c that best represents the input is then
searched fbr using the Euclidean distances to define the quality of the representation:
                          '
  node c= argml'n{11x-m,11], which means the same as
  11x-m, li=m,'n{llx-m, ll] for i= i, 2, ･･･,K (4.i)
                                        '            '
  where c indicates the best-matching unit fbr x . During training, the best-matching
unit in the map is sought, for each input sample vector, and the average of the
respective quantization errors iS obtained.
  Next, unit c as well as neighboring units learns in the learning process to represent
the data sample more accurately. The model vector of unit m,(t) is updated
according to the fo11owing 'equations:
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    m,(t+1)=m,(t)+a(t)[x(t)-m,(t)] for each iEN,(t)
                                                               (4.2)
    m,(t+1)==m,(t) ' otherwise
  wheretis the discrete-time index of the variables, the factor a(t)E[O,1] is a
scalar that defines the relative size of the learning step, and N}(t) specifies the
neighborhood around the winner in the map array.
  At the beginning of the learning process the radius of the neighborhood is fairly
large, but it shrinks during learning. This ensures that .the global order is obtained at
the beginning. As the radius gets smaller, the local corrections of the model vectors
become more specific. A learning rate factor a(t) should be taken into account.
The factors depend on the parameter t, which is referred to as the epoch. The leaming
rate factor a(t) also decreases monotonically during learning. Here a(t) can be
defined to be linear with respect to t.
a(t) = a, (1 -t1T) (4.3)
where a, is the initial learning rate factor, and Tis the total number ofsteps.
4.2.2 ApproachtoRoadTracking
The road candidate domain is tracked in order to fbrm the road centerlines of the
road network. An approach to road tracking involves linking two corresponding seed
points in the road network. It assumes that road direction changes are likely to be
slow and that roads are unlikely to be short. First, starting from an image edge, find
an unrestricted seed point. Then, the algoritlm searches for the two closest connected
seed points in the direction of the road according to the white candidate domain.
Finally, the two seed points are connected. A polygon, consisting of a series of
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centerline segments in the candidate domain of the road, is created. Their topology
describes the continuous road network.
  Suppose the initial seed points are near the side of the image. The order fbr
matching seed points is from left to right and top to bottom. The rules used to build
the road network are as described below:
   (i) The path vector direction is given priority. Namely, assuming that the
         initial direction is fbr vectorA, the next tracking direction vector
         between related seed points in the candidate domain is for vector B.
         The deflection angle ebetween the vectors Aand B must be
         minimal.
min e = min arccos ( 1AAilBB1)
(4.4)
   (ii) The linked lines should fa11 in the candidate domain of the road.
   (iii) Roads are unlikely to be short, and are, moreover, continuous.
The process is repeated until all relevant seed points have been tracked. Due to
disconnected candidate domains in the grayscale images, the tracking of some seed
points is terminated prematurely. There are two types of breaks (the straight
candidate domain, at Tjunctions) in grayscale images as shown in Figs. 4.3 (a), (b).
In such cases, the tracking approach will find other seed points to fbrm another
centerline that will terminate close to the prematurely terminated centerline end point,
The domains are close if they are within the same path vector direction. A check is
made to ensure that the seed points of the link actually lie in a grayscale image
region to ensure that dead end streets do not erroneously get connected. Connection
of road centerline end points is performed by concatenating Chains as described in
Fig. 4.3 (a). Once two seed points have been connected, the process is repeated until
no more concatenation can occur. During concatenation, all road junctions are fbund
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by identifying joining road candidate domain. These candidate domains are broken at
the Tjunctions and the road concatenating chain is created as shown in Fig. 4.3 (b).
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  In order to maintain the topology ofthe road network, a list of all intersections and
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Tjunctions is kept in coajunction with the connecting seed points on the candidate
domain of road. In the case of Tjunctions, this requires that the end of each
connected line be checked against all other connected lines. If the direction to the
closest adjacent connected line position matches the current line direction, the line of
connected seed points is extended provided the concatenating chain is created as
shown in Figs. 4.3 (b), (c). The process is repeated- until all Tjunctions have been
modeled. wnere a cornerjunction is encountered, the seed points are tracked by
turning round. The concatenating line is created from the road candidate domain (as
shown in Fig. 4.3 (d)). Where a branchjunction is encountered, the unlinked seed
points should be checked; starting from this point, these are once again linked by
road a tracking approach (as shown in Fig. 4.3 (e)).
4.2.3 Simulatedlmage
Figure 4.4 demonstrates the process using a simulated image (200 × 200 pixels) with
some noise added. The samples shown in Fig. 4.4 represent pixels along a road
segment. The input to the network is the (x, y) coordinate ofeach sample. In this case,
the 25 nodes (forming an initialization grid with points at 50 pixel intervals) in the
input space are shown. In Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), the vector x(t) contains the image
coordinates of the gray pixels, while the vector m,(t) contains the image
coordinates ofthe nodes. The Euclidean distances between an input vector x(t) and
the model vector m,(t) is signified by the subscript Ei:
        E, =(x, -ml' )2 +(x, -m5 )2 (4.s)
where x,, ml' corresporid to x coordinate component ofan input vector x(t) and
the model vector m,(t), respectively. At the same time, x,, m5 correspond to y
                      ecoordinate component of an input vector x(t) and the model vector m,(t),
respectively.
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  The smallest of the Euclidean distances Ei, can be made to define the
best-matching node.
E,,=minE;. (4.6)
  The initial nodes move toward the gray pixels. The size of the neighborhood
kernel is typically set up to be a function of time (epoch). Initially it is large, and a
single node carries along with it many nodes (this is the ordering stage of the SOM),
but it progressively shrinks until only the wirming node is updated in the last iteration,
Similarly, the leaming rate factor approaches O as the number ofepbchs increases, in
order to facilitate the stabilization of the solution. Finally, the wiming nodes are
connected using the tracking rules as shown in the Fig. 4.4 (f).
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Figure 4.4 Simulation process ofa sample image with some noise
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4.3Simulationsof Road Network Extraction
4.3.1 OutlineofApproach
In order to evaluate the potential of this methodology fbr road network extraction,
experiments with three kinds of IKONOS images were canied out. First of all,
preprocessing of the original satellite images is canied out using fuzzy logic
techniques [Yun et al., 2006] in order to find the candidate domain of a road. The
preprocessing results are shown in Fig. 4.6, Fig. 4.11 (b), and Fig. 4.13 (b). Road
category maps are SOM that have been organized according to road similarities,
where the measure is the similarity of short road segments. Interconnected road
segments tend to converge to the same or neighboring map nodes. Nodes may thus
be viewed as defining separate roads. Although no a priori road information is given,
the selfiorganizing process yields a model of the roads. As mentioned in the
introduction, the road seed points are first found using a selforganizing map. Then
the points are connected using direction information and the road candidate domain,
according to the road tracking rules.
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4.3.2Small Image (300 × 300 pixels)
Here, the simulations are carried out on two kinds of small images: country road and
overpass road images (300 × 300 pixels, lm/pixel, shown in Figs. 4.5 (a), (b)). First,
we give an initialization grid interval of30 pixels for these small images (shown in
Figs. 4.7 (a), 4.8 (a)). The results of SOM process can be seen in Figs. 4.7 (a)-(d) and
Fig. 4.8 (a)-(d) respectively. It was observed that road seed points are shrunk onto the
candidate domain ofa road. ln the second step, the road tracking process is
implemented fbr linking seed points to obtain a road network (shown in Figs. 4.7 (e),
(fi, and Figs. 4.8 (e), (fi). In general, reducing the number of computations and
raising the computing speed should allow, when using initialization grid interval of
50 pixels, to apply the approach to larger images. The processing results are shown
in Figs. 4.9 and 4.1O, respectively. In the same way, the road seed points are shrunk
onto the candidate domain ofa road. As a result, because the road seed points that
lay on the candidate domain of the curved road are a few, it causes additional
dithculties in the reconstruction of the curved road network using the road tracking
approach. In fact, roads are continuous, so that we finally concatenate the chains
obtained in the road network extraction (shown in Figs. 4.1O (e) (f)).
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Figure 4.7 The results fbr the small country road image (Initialization grid interval of
30 pixels) (a) Initialization grid interval of30 pixels (b) After the second iteration
(c) After the 4th iteration (d) After the 10th iteration (e) Linking based on road
tracking (DRoadnetworkextraction
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Figure 4.8 The Results for the small overpass image (Initialization grid interval of
30 pixels) (a) Initialization grid interval of30 pixels (b) After the second iteration
(c) After the 4th iteration (d) After the 10th iteration (e) Linking based on road
        'tracking (b Road network extraction
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Figure 4.9 The results fbr the small country road image (Initialization grid interval
of 50 pixels) (a) Initialization grid interval of 50 pixels (b) After the second
iteration (c) After the 4th iteration (d) After the 10th iteration (e) Linking based
on road tracking (fi Road network extraction
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Figure 4.1O The Results fbr the small overpass image (Initialization grid interval of
50 pixels) (a) Initialization grid interval of50 pixels (b) After the second iteration
(c) After the 4th iteration (d) After the 10th iteration (e) Linkihg based on road
tracking (bRoadnetworkextraction
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4.3.3Middle Country Image (500 × 500 pixels)
Here, although we present the experimental results of small images (300×300
pixels), but fbr the purpose of evaluating per[formance of our approach, we
implement the algoritlm in the middle country road images (500×500 pixels,
lmZpixel, shown in Fig. 4.11 (a)). From the previous results shown in Figs. 4.9 and
4.10, we find that when the initialization grid intervals are increased, there is no
effect in processing the images containing straight line roads. However, there is some
eiifect in the processing of images containing curved roads. Therefbre, we can use
previous processing results to establish an initialization grid interval of 50 pixels for
the processing of middle country road images (shown in Fig. 4.12 (a)). After many
                                                   'iterations, we can see that the road seed points are also shrunk onto the candidate
domain of a road (shovvn in Fig. 4.12 (d)). Then, when all the relevant seed points
have been tracked according to road tracking approach, the road network is obtained
from the large country road image (shown in Figs. 4.12 (e) (D).
r
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(a) The middle image with country road
Figure 4.11
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    (b) Preprocess result fbr middle image
Middle original satellite imagery (500 × 500 pixels, lmlpixel)
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(e) Linking based on road tracking
          (D Road network extraction
The results of SOM and road tracked process fbr the middle country
                road image
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4.3.4Large Country Image (1000 × 1000 pixels)
As mentioned above, the experimental results of small images (300 × 300 pixels, 500
×500 pixels) are presented, but for the purpose of evaluating perfbrmance of the
approach, a further large country road image (1000× 1000 pixels, lmlpixel, shown
in Fig. 4.13 (a)) used the algorithn is also implemented. From the previous results
shown in Figs. 4.7, 4.9 and 4.12, we find that when the initialization grid intervals
are increased, there is no, effect in processing the images containing straight line
roads. Therefbre, we also establish an initialization grid interval of 50 pixels fbr the
processing of large country road images (shown in Fig. 4.14 (a)). After many
iterations, we can see that the road seed points are also shrunk onto the candidate
domain of a road (shown in Fig. 4.14 (d)). Then, when all the relevant seed points
have been tracked according to road tracking approach, the road network is obtained
from the large country road image (shown in Figs. 4.14 (e) (O).
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      (a) The large image with country road
Figure 4.13
'
 (b) Preprocess result for large image
Large original satellite imagery (1OOO × 1OOO pixels)
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(c) After the 4th iteration
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(d) After the 1 Oth iteration
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(e) Linking based on road tracking
           (D Road network extraction
The results of SOM and road tracked process for the large country road
                    image
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4.4Learning RateFactor
With large maps, however, it may be important to minimize the total leaming time.
Here, we choose aIearning rate factor a(t) that is linear int(shown in Eq. (4.3)).
Usually a(t) is a small number to ensure that the network will converge to a
solution, although at the cost of requiring many iterations. The size of a(t)can be
increased as learning proceeds. Increasing a(t) as the network error decreases
helps speed convergence by increasing the step size as the error approach a minimum
However, with this approach, this is the risk that the network may oscillate around
the minimum, rather than converging, if a(t) becomes too large.
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30
  In the Eq. (4.3), the initial learning rate factor a, is usually kept on the order of
O.2 to O.5, although values of a(t)in the O.O to 1.0 range are possible. In Fig. 4.15,
the rate of renewal R expresses the updated state of the model vectors, m,(t), fbr
various initialization grid intervals. The rate ofrenewal R is defined as:
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R. AII . Il-, -Ai)
    44 (4.4)
where Po is the total number of points corresponding to given initialization grid
interval. APi is the number of renewal points in the ith iteration. Namely, it is
different between the numbers of leaming points in the i-lth iteration (Pi-i) and the
numbers ofno learning points in the ith iteration (LZV)).
  Figure 4.15 give us an overview of the relationship between the initial learning
rate factor ao , the initialization grid interval, and the number of iterations needed.
We can see that no matter how many pixel initial intervals are determined, the
number of iterations is the same corresponds to qn initial learning rate factor ao,
when the learning process has reached stability. As a, becomes smaller, the
number of iterations needed to achieve stability is gteater. Moreover, the road
convergence in the candidate domain is not very good (shown in Figs. 4.16 (a)-(c)
and 4.17 (a)-(c)), because renewal points which are needed to the selforganizing are
superposed in the first iteration, causing the number of the model vectors m,(t) to
be reduced. That is to say, the rate of renewal is not equal to 1 in the first iteration
(shown in Figs. 4.15 (a)-(c)), this means the renewal infbrmation has been lost as
soon as started iteration. However, when the initial learning rate factor ao is given
O.5, all the model vectors m,(t) are updated, and there is no superposition in the
first iteration. Namely, the rate of renewal is equal to 1 at that time (shown in Fig.
4.15 (d)) and convergence at road candidate domain is obtained (shown in Figs. 4.7
(d) and 4.8 (d), Figs. 4.9 (d) and 4.10 (d), Fig. 4.12 (d), Fig. 4.14 (d)). Figure 4.15
(d ) shows that the rate of renewal is equal to zero approximately after the 8th
iteration, which means that the learning process has reached stability. Moreover it is
more quickly to achieve stability than the other situations.
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4.5Discussion and Conclusions
This chapter presents a semi-automatic method for road network extraction from
high-resolution satellite images. The innovation in the proposed methodology is that
the seed points converge onto the road candidate domain by a learning process using
grayscale images, and the definition of the connection rules between the nodes.
Finally, during the learning process, the learning rate factor a(t) is discussed in
detail. The goal of the SOM process is to provide an approach to road centerline
delineation from high-resolution imagery that is independent of conventional edge
defection. The results of the road netwQrk extraction can be used for Geographical
Information Systems (GIS) applications.
  With the goal of evaluating the method's potential in extracting the road network,
many simulations have been carried out using different types of images: small size
(300×300 pixels) country road, overpass road images, middle size (500×500
pixels) country road images and large size (1OOO × 1OOO pixels) country road images.
We can see that the seed points are shrunk onto the candidate domain ofaroad bya
selfiorganizing map. At the same time, for the purpose of choosing a learning rate
factor a(t), many kinds of different simulations have been also canied out using
different types of images. The optimized initial learning rate factor a, is obtained,
and good convergence onto the road candidate domain is shown. Then the seed
points are connected using direction infbrmation and the.road candidate domain
according to the road tracking rules. However, when the initialization grid intervals
are increased too much, there is an effect in the processing of images containing
curved roads. As a result, because the seed points that lay on the candidate domain of
the curved road are a few, it causes some difficulties in the reconstruction of the
curved road network. However, in general, the results obtained are generally
satisfactory in all cases.
  But when there are missing road candidate domains, a part of the road network
may be missed. As one of the image understanding tasks, road network extraction
has been one of the most challenging research topics in GIS. Future developments
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will fbcus on the. automatic road network completion methodologies. Special
attention must be devoted to road network extraction in urban area from satellite and
aerial imagery. Moreover, better road network descriptions can be achieved by
performing more tests using different types of imagery.
t
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     Chapter 5
and Future
The purpose of the present thesis is to demonstrate that road network extraction
system can also be regarded as application in Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS). In
conclusion, a system capable of performing the task of road extraction and road
network extraction from satellite images have been designed. Here outlined a large
research field about road network extraction, which be wholly covered in a single
dissertation. ln this thesis, a study of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) with
high-resolution satellite images is presented.
  Chapter 2 summarizes the experience of previous road extraction. The resolution
of the images has a strong influence on the representation of both roads and other
objects, which influences the methods fbr road recognition: Different approaches
used fbr road recognition in images of low- and high-resolution are discussed.
Another important factor fbr road extraction is the interaction between the extraction
algorithms and human operators.
  Chapter 3 presents a semi-automated approach, based on a heuristic fuzzy logic
system, to extracting the main suburban roads in IKONOS images, and describes
how a system of different high-resolution satellite images, acquired under different
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conditions, can be used to detect and recognize road segments based on fuzzy
reasoning approaches. From the obtained extraction results, we find that forests and
large area fields are clearly distinguished from roads, and only the main road
candidate regions taken from the images were obtained. The results show that the
approach is valid fbr roads extracted from high-resolution satellite images.
  Subsequently, a semi-automatic method for road network extraction from
high-resolution satellite images is also developed in Chapter 4. The first step is
detecting the seed points in candidate road regions using a Kohonen-type
selforganizing map (SOM). The second step is searching fbr connected points in the
direction and candidate domain of a road by an approach to road tracking. With the
goal of evaluating the method's potential in extracting the road network, many
simulations have been carried out using different types of images: small size (300 ×
300 pixels) country road, overpass road images, middle size (500×500 pixels)
country road image and large size (1000 × 1000 pixels) country road image. At the
same time, for the purpose of choosing a learning rate factor a(t), many kinds of
dithrent simulations have been also carried out using different types of images. The
optimized initial leaming rate factor a, is obtained, and good convergence onto the
road candidate domain is shown. The results of the road network extraction can be
used for lntelligent Transport Systems (ITS) applications. '
  As one of the image understanding tasks, road network extraction has been one of
the most challenging research topics in GIS. Moreover, special attention must be
devoted to the flexibility of the heuristic system and road network extraction in urban
area from satellite and aerial imagery. For example, there are perturbations, such as
the shadows of buildings in the satellite and aerial images (shown in Fig. 1.2). The
algorithn outlined in this thesis is merely a first step in this direction. Many further
steps will have to be taken to develop the algorithm more fu11y. Therefore, future
works will fbcus on the automatic road network completion methodologies. In
addition, better road network descriptions can be achieved by performing more tests
using different types ofimagery.
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